
Toronto Field Naturalists' Club 

FEBRUARY MEETINGS 

Monday, February 5, 1951 at 8.15 p.m. 

at the 

ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEllDM 

The meeting will be in charge of the Toronto 
Intermediate Naturalists. The programme is as 
follows: 

Wildlife and Forest Fires - Mr. Dick Cornell 

A 15-minute colour movie entitled 

"Nesting Birds 11 Mr. Jim Woodford. 

A general selection of coloured slides 

of Arctic wildlife, etc. 

The rotunda display will also be in charge of the 

Toronto Intermediate Naturalists. 

FEBRUARY HIKE 

Saturday, February 10. Cedarvale Ravine 

Meet at Boulton Drive entrance to the ravine 
at 2 p.m. 

Leader Dr. R. M. Saunders. 

Secretary - Mrs.J.B.Stewart, 21 Millwood Road, 
Toronto, Ont. 
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Number 97 January, 1951 

New Year1 s Day this year was mild and sunny. In consequence 
everywhere we went we found birdwatchers. This is as it should be 
for the first of January is a great occasion for the active field ob
server. He has closed his records for the past year. As a new year 
comes with the dawn he knows that every bird he sees will be a new 
sight, never before encountered this year. Thus is the zest of novelty 
renewed at the start of each calendar year. There are deeper and more 
significant novelties than this in the art of birdwatching, for one of 
its greatest attractions is that no one can ever know all about birds, 
and hence is always finding somethi,ng new and fresh to experience with 
the birds. At the moment of dawn in the New Year, however, the obser
ver is concerned most of all with the great annual renewal. For him 
this day is a "spring", no matter what the weather may be, a premonition 
of the seasonal spring to come. He will get out to see all the birds 
that he can see in the spirit that on this New Year's Day he is meeting 
old and tried acquaintances afresh. He will do it with much of the 
same feeling that others have a few hours before sung the fine old 
song, nshould auld acquaintance be forgot and never brought to mind?" 
Meeting the birds on this day is both renevial and remembrance. 

On January 1, 1951 followed a plan we have used for several years. 
We studied the results of the Christmas Census in . our area and decided 
which we most wanted to see of the birds that had been recorded on 
that day. We then plotted our route for the dayts trip accordinglya 
This year we began at the Belt Line Ravine in Mount :Pleasant Cemetery, 
went to Moore Park, Strathgowan Wood, the Glendon Hall estate, Don Alda 
Wood, Ashbridge 1 s Bay, the Western Gap, and along the waterfront from 
there to the Humber River. A few of us also included the north end 
of Grenadier Pond and Cedarvale Ravine in the survey. The group that 
made most of this round together was composed of Jim Baillie, Barney 
Barnett, Greg Clark, Bill Milne, Jack Satterly, Bill Smith, Earl Stark, 
my nephew David West and myself. 

At Mount ~leasant Cemetery we were seeking for a brown thrasher 
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and a hermit_:tlirush which Mrs. Naomi LeVay had told Jim were to be 
seen together on the east bank of the ravine in the scrub growth. On 
the census only the thrush had been found but this morning we had no 
trouble turning them both upnearly in the exact spot where Mrs. LeVay 
had reported them to be staying. They were feeding on the ground with
in a few feet of each other. Presumably these two winter lingerers 
have struck up an acquaintanceship for the season, :prompted perhaps 
by a need of companionship. Possibly they only happen to inhabit the 
same suitable habitat but the fact that they are usually to be found 
in closecompany points to more than a chance relationship. Though 
such birds are not given to flocking in the manner of finches, sparrows 
and others it seems likely that they may be affected by similar urges 
if to a lesser degree, by the same sort of impulse, that is, which 
causes birds of different species to band together in loose winter 
aggregations. In this case the fact that the two species have similar 
feeding habits could be the first factor that drew them together. Also 
they like similar habitats. Perhaps even their superficial resemblance 
might have the effect of attracting them to each other, especially 
when each is a lone bird in a northern outpost in winter. Of the two 
the thrasher was the more wary, flying for cover at our approach 
whereas the thrush sat and regarded us fixedly as long as we did not 
draw too near. The thrasher was new to my permanent winter list brin• 
ging it to a total of 122 species. 

Mrs. LeVay had also informed Jim of the presence of a ~e.._§_ch OJVl 
in Moore Park. This bird also was missed on the census but today we 
had better fortune. We drove to the little park, walked over to the 
park house where the caretaker was working, and asked him about the 
ov1ls, receiving the reply, n Oh, there I s a pair around here off and on 
but they haven1 t been here so often lately. I think there's one up 
there now". With this he pointed to a tall, slim oak that still had 
some of its russet leaves clinging to it. Following his lead I soon 
spotted the owl some thirty feet up, ensconced in a bunch of leaves 
close beside the trunk. Only "ear tufts 11 and a small part of the face 
were visible. Without some hint that he was really there this fellow 
would have been easily passed by. Indeed several of our group had 
difficulty getting themselves into positions where they could be sure 
they were seeing the owl. One or two passing pedestrians were attracted 
to our gathering so we indicated the owl to them though I am not sure 
that they actually saw more than the clump of leaves. Had the screech 
owl been a red-phased specimen it would have been almost impossible 
to distinguish it from the russet leaves. We were all very pleased 
to see Otus as screech owls have been none too easy to find in the 
Toronto region the last few years. 

Our next stop was determined by the hope of finding a three-toed 
woodpecker and an Oregon junco. Both of these birds had been recently 
seen in Strathgowan Wood. so there we went. That spot, which I seldom 
find productive lived up to my experience. Five kinds of birds were 
all we could find in a complete circuit of the wood. Neither of those 
we sought were amongst them. 

We went on to the Glendon Hal1 estate, prompted by Ott Devitt 1 s 
sight of bluebirds there on the census. Again we drew blank though 
Mr. Mackintosh, the genial caretaker who is himself an ardent bird-
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watcher, assured us that the bluebirds were somewhere around. This 
morning, however, we were not to be vouchsafed a view of these rare 
winterers. 

The memory of the concentration of birds at Don Alda Wood on 
December 10th as well as the report of the census party there led us 
next in that direction. Here we were not let down. Starting with a 
red-tailed hawk beside the road as we drove in we proceeded to find 
on:-'after the ...,other almost all the birds we had seen on the pre-vious 
visit three weeks before. Our success confirms the impression that 
wintering birds on the whole tend to stay put once they are established 
in a suitable place. They will remain, probably, all winter provided 
the food supply holds out. Don Alda Wood and its protected valley 
are well-filled with seeds and wild fruit, in fact with all manner of 
food satisfactory for many kinds of birds. Being relatively isolated 
as well it is an ideal spot for winter flocks. 

No sooner had we climbed the stile over the fence and dropped 
down amid the trees than we were greeted by the sizzling calls of 
pine siskins that were busily shelling out the seeds-Worn birch catkins 
ov~r our heads. To their sibilant notes a loudly clamoring~ 
woodpecker offered a robust accompaniment. Along the edge of the 
brook a large flock of juncos was feeding in the weeds. The sight of 
these reminded us of a white~hroat that we had seen in their company 
on our previous visit. When we crossed the stream to investigate the 
tangles on the other side we found not only the whitethroat but two 
towhees, both females, as well. On the earlier occasion there had 
be~male towhee hereabouts, and I fancied that I caught a glimpse 
of him deep in the thickets today but as none of us got a good look 
at him we did not count him on our day 1 s list. The gr~at blue heron 
that is spending the winter in this neighborhood was not tobe found 
today though there was ample evidence that it had been around very 
shortly before our arrival for its enormous three-pronged tracks were 
all over the snow-filmed ice beside the open pool below the dam. 
Obviously this is one of the heron's regular feeding stations. No 
doubt he has several such spots scattered about the Don Valley, this 
little brook being a tributary of that stream. A white-breasted nut
hatch n1aughing" in the trees on the high western banlf;- and more 
siskins shrilling upstream added their voices to the bird company all 
about us. 

The greatest find at Don Alda Wood came at the very end of our 
search here. Jim, Greg, Earl, Bill Milne and I were sauntering 
down the road after seeing a so,ng s~row near the barn when we heard 
Jack shouting among the trees near e car. At the third shout I 
made out, 11ThI:.ee-toed~", and though I had just remarked to Greg, noh, 
let's not ru..il," I now announced, "Well, Pm going to run for this one 
anyway~". This was rather silly for no bird is more like ly to stick 
closely to a favorite feeding spot than a three-toed woodpecker, 
and certainly no bird is more easily approached than this visitor from 
the northern woods. However, I happened to have looked and looked in 
vain this autumn for one of the several three-toed woodpeckers reported 
in the Toronto region so I just couldn 1 t help running as fast as I 
could to make sure that at least this one didn't escape me. We all 
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hastened to the old stile again, once more over the fence, and into 
the wood. David was with Jack. They directed us with shouts to 
the woodpecker. As is its custom the three-toed was heedless of 
human presence, probing beneath the bark of first one hemlock then 
another within a few yards of the assembled watchers. This indi
vidual was a female bird but Earl told us that there is also a 
yellow-capped male in this wood. The two of them have been around 
for several weeks. The evidence of their working is everywhere to 
be seen, confined almost entirely to hemlock trees. David it was 
who discovered the rare bird. For this discovery we all made him 
the proper obeisance. 

Lunch in the cars at this point assumed an unusually epicurean 
character when Greg Clark, one of whose hobbies is tea-tasting, 
brought forth a brew made of a delicately almond-flavored Darjeeling 
tea for us to taste, and offered with it exquisite cod livers from 
the Gaspe coast. I felt that I was sampling the spread at some 
aristocratic salon rather than eating along the road on a winter 1 s 
day. 

The inner man sustained, and on this occasion titillated, we · 
pursued our chosen course to Ashbridge's Bay. Earl had been there 
the day before and had seen a horned owl. Bubo we duly found, 
perched in one of the willow trees at- the east end of the marsh. He 
flew to the edge of Coatsworth Cut as we entered his sanctuary there 
to alight in another willow tree. Since we did not follow too 
closely he held that position, glaring fiercely at us as long as we 
stayed, his yellow eyes gleaming from out a dirty grey face. Indeed 
this owl was a very filthy specimen, the result evidently of life 
lived in the vicinity of a dump. The snowy .2.JEil that was resident 
for some weeks in this area earlier in tlie season appears to have 
departed, driven away possibly by Bubo, for this powerful predator 
will allow no competitor, at least no other owl, dwell near to its 
selected hunting ground. Rats and pheasants are probably its diet 
here. A s~rrow hawk was keeping an eye on the Leslie Street end 
of the dump. I doubt if the falcon and the owl are serious rivals 
though the horned owl would have no hesitation in attacking the 
little hawk if opportunity offered. 

Our last efforts as an entire group were devoted to the water
front. At the harbor end of the Western Gap masses of greater 
~caup were enjoying the shelter of the grain elevators. Commencing 
with these ducks we soon piled up a good list of winter wild fowl. 
At Sunnyside there were many gulls as well as ducks. The afternoon 
is always the best time to see the gulls for they come into the 
shelter of the breakwalls for the night. With rough water crashing 
over the walls the gulls, many hundreds of them, were all assembled 
this afternoon on the water between the walls and the beach, hence 
were easily seen. In the largest flock near Ellis Avenue there 
were three Iceland gulls, and a mature glaucous gull of tremendous 
size. As we had already seen an i'rrimature g ztte-eu,s_gull on the 
breakwall near the Palais Royale this brought our count of "white" 
gulls to five. Though not unprecedented such a number of Arctic 
gulls seen at one time is worth recording. Unquestionably the 
"white" gulls, once very rare here, have been increasing in number 
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in recent years, and may now be seen regularly each winter, some
times several at a time. 

A brief glance at Grenadier Pond on the way home showed us 
only a host of skaters making the best of a pleasant afternoon 
and good ice. Even at the unfrozen marsh at the north end there 
were far too many people for any birds to be about. 

When David and I got home he found that he had seen 39 kinds 
of birds during the trip. Immediately he decided to r ush up 
Cedarvale Ravine to see if he could make the count 40 or better. 
There was an excellent chance that he could for we had seen three 
or four birds there the day before that we did not have on the New 
Year's list. Taking my Irish terrier for company he was away before 
I could make up my mind whether or not to go with him. At last I 
decided to follow on though at first I felt it was too much effort 
to add to an already strenuous day. The lure of seeing 40 or more 
species on New Year's Day was, however, too much. Struggling again 
into my outdoor clothes I hurriedly caught a streetcar, and was 
on the Forest Hill Path when David and Judy came into view. Judy 
answered my whistle even when she could not see me. David, being 
human, wanted to know where I had appeared from. Knowing where our 
particular birdsshould most probably be we made haste to reach 
the cattail marsh below Bathurst Street viaduct. On the way we met 
the Eric McNe illies who told us of seeing a robin near the bridge. 
As this was one of the birds we were after we' hur ried on, lest the 
oncoming dusk would deprive us of our quarry. We had quite a hunt 
through and around the little marsh before we caught more than a 
fleeting glimpse and a sound of the robin. Five other observers, 
other than the McNeillies who had left, joined us before we we r e 
done. In the search we also found a pair of cardin,aJ.s and a winter 
wren. And when David and I were finally again homeward bound we 
saw a flicker bounding over the old orchard towards some favored 
roosting ~e farther down the ravine. The flicker brought our 
final count to 42 species for the. day, thus bettering my previous 
best New Yearrs- list by four species. This surely is not only a 
good beginning for the year's birding, but a good omen for its 
continuance throughout 1951. 

* * * * * 

l.iTr. R.W. Trowern, onetime member of the clubrs Executive, now 
lives in New Liskeard, where he finds conditions for birding quite 
different than in Toronto. An account of some of his experiences 
with the birds of that region during the past year will, I am sure, 
be of great interest to members of this club ~ Mr . Trowern writes: 

" ••• New Liskeard is a town of about 4,500 population situated 
on the northern end of Lake Temiskaming on the west side of Wabi 
Bay and about 17 miles west of the Quebec border. The main industry 
is the head .office and mill of the largest construction and builders 
supply company in the North; this industry together with lumbering 
creates a great part of the employment in the town. New Liskeard 
is also situated adjacent to probably the best part of the clay belt 
which accounts for the good farms that extend north to Englehart and 
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east into Quebec. Most of the farmers even as far east as Nedelec 
and Notre Dame du Nord come to New Liskeard to do their buying 
and banking. These factors tend to make the town prosperous and 
busy. 

"I reported to New Liskeard on March 8 , 1950, and, whereas in 
Toronto at that date you are expecting robins and other early mig
rants, up here it was still considered the middle of winter. On the 
way to the hotel I saw a raven, one starling and a few English 
sparrows, so my New Liskeard list was started. When a Bank :Manager 
takes over a new branch it is not merely a routine job of checking 
and taking over securities, etc., but customers must be visited and 
unlike the city where your customer is just around the corner or a 
few blocks away, up here distance is something to be overcome . The 
first few days I was here I went 50 miles into the Ternagami Reserve 
to visit a lumber camp. We travelled over a so-called road to reach 
the camp. It was on this trip I saw the only white-breasted nut
hatch seen here last winter; I also saw hairy and downy woodpeckers, 
black-capped chicadee, blue jay and several Canada jays and pine 
grosbeaks. The next day we drove nearly 100 miles north and west of 
Gowganda to visit another camp and beyond 3 ravens not a bird was 
seen. Subsequent visits to these lumber camps have been made by 
plane, as it saves considerable time and is also much easier travel
ling. 

11 0n April 16, just outside of Kirkland Lake a great blue heron 
flew over the car, even though the temperature was 12 below zero and 
the small lakes of course were still frozen solid. However, Lake 
Temiskaming was open at the shore line, and on the weekends of April 
23rd and 30th great numbers of ducks moved in. Numbers of mallards 
and blacks, pintails, green-winged teal, scaup and golden-eyes, hooded 
mergansers, common mergansers, with a few buffleheads and baldpates. 

"On April 1st I saw my first crow and on April 18th the f irst 
robin and during the month herring gulls, goshawk, red-tail, broad
wing, marsh hawk, sparrow hawks and pigeon hawk. The only meadow
larks seen during the year were two birds just below the town of 
Temagami on April 23rd. 

"The ice did not go out of Lake Temiskaming till about the 
19th of May and as we were unable to secure our house in the town 
until July 1st we lived in the hotel until the middle of May when 
we moved into a tourist home on the lakeshore which made it very con
venient for observing birds in the evening, particularly water birds. 
On May 23 a flock of about 300 white-winged scoters flew up the lake 
and on May 26th a large flock of 75 to 100 brant were reported and 
were seen every day for nearly a week. From the waterfowl seen 
both in the spring and fall it would appear that it is probable that 
a flyway exists up the Ottawa River and Lake Temiskaming. 

"I had often heard of the sudden growth and transition of winter 
into spring in the North. This fact was very evident on nmy 24th. 
This was a beautiful warm day, the first we had, and we started 
out early in the morning to tour new country. The trees had shown 
evidence of bursting into bloom for a few days and in the afternoon 
of the 24th the trees suddenly seemed to come to life in the warmth 
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and burst their buds. The common trees of the immediate area are 
white birch and poplar, spruce and jackpine, with a few ash. In 
some districts there are still large stands of white and red pine. 

"The last few days of May the birds arrived in a rush and we 
took e·very opportunity to be out, our best finds being American 
three-toed woodpecker, 2 wood pewees, veery thrushes and 2 warbling 
vireos, the latter seen between Cobalt and Latchford. During June, 
Mrs. Trowern found a veery1 s nest with 4 eggs -- they were of bluish 
colour, and the nest was built in the fork of a tree a few inches 
off the ground in a wet alder grove. Altogether we recorded 22 species 
of warblers. In the town itself the yellow warbler is the most com
mon bird. In proper habitat we found Nashville, magnolia, myrtle, 
black-throated green, chestnut-sided, mourning warbler, redstart 
and Wilson 1 s warbler to be very common. 

"Bobolinks were seen only once; near the town of Englehart a 
small colony was found. On July 16th while driving out to Twin Lakes 
I heard a familiar song, jammed on the brakes and found an Indigo 
bunting singing on a fence. (Ed. note: This is the most northerly 
record of the bunting in eastern North America). 

"First evidence •of fall migration was observed on August 4th. 
In the evening on the lakeshore at one of our favourite spots large 
number of warblers and vireos were moving through the birches. I 
had heard of the flights of geese to be seen in the fall and also of 
thu number that were shot, and I was rather dubious of the stories. 
However , in October every time I was able to be out I saw geese. 
Flocks of blue geese up to 200 to 300 in a flock, smaller flocks of 
Canada geese, and. at Sutton Bay on several occasions flocks of brant. 
The only snow geese identified were six in a flock of about 125 
blue geese. 

"I had also heard of the numerous flocks of Hungarian partridge 
to be seen. On October 25th I saw my first flock of about 20 birds 
feeding in a field where grain had been harvested. (Ed . note: This 
is one of the few sections of Ontario where this partridge has been 
successfully established). Also in October we saw two different 
great gray owls. I have heard many reports of great gray owls and 
of them being shot. You have probably seen in the papers where 36 
specimens were sent to a taxidermist near Swastika. During November 
evidence of the winter to come was apparent. We saw the largest 
single flock of cr~ws I have ever seen: I estimated at least 3,000 
in a field. When they took off the rush of their wings could be 
heard for some distance. A few days later and not a crow was seen 
nor have I seen one since. We also saw a flock of snow buntings 
and longspurs which I estimated at about 2,000. Snov,1 buntings of 
course are common at this season; strangely enough up to now most 
of those seen have been perched together in a tree; the average 
number of the flocks are between 30 and 50. Tree sparrows and 
juncos were common in November but soon passed through not to be 
seen since. The redpolls commenced to come down during November and 
in one flock there were two very evident white -rumped birds which I 
tentatively called hoary redpolls. 
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"On December 31st, Mrs. Trowern and I spent all day taking a 
census with the following results: 7 species, i.e., 8 Hungarian 
partridge, 1 hairy ~oodpecker, 1 downy woodpecker, 68 red~olls, 
20 pine siskins, 2 white-winged crossbills, 122 sn?w buntings. ~t 
is interesting to note that we did not see a starling or an English 
Sparrow -- 45 mile3 by car, 4 afoot, temperature 1° below zero. 

"Most of our birding activities have been confined to the 
Townships of Dymond~ liudson, Lundy, Henwood, Beauchamp, Armstrong,. 
Kerns, Harley, Hilliarci.ton, Casey, Harris, Lorrain and South Lorrain, 
although we have explored much farther afield. 

"I have found it not so easy to bird here as it is in the south. 
The bush is heavy and, of course, very few paths. The secondary 
roads are not good in the best seasons, that is spring and fall. 
Being now more familiar with the country, however, we look forward 
to seeing some interesting things this coming year." 

* * * * * 

No one in Tor0nto has a better right to the title of all-round 
field naturalist ti_;_an Stuart T:.1ompson who, ever since the start of 
this century, has been viewing nntu.rc in this region with the seeing 
eyes and the hearing ears that are the mark of the true naturalist. 
A few days ago Stuar t sent me a description of some of the things 
he sees around a lj_-ctle pool in the Don Valley. I am sure it will 
awaken many to a realization of what they are missing, if they read 
what Stuart 1 s EoGi~g eyes can fini. He writes: 

nrn a secluded part of tte Do::1. Vall8y lies a small pool. Like 
many such surrounded by hills the water level rises and drops with 
varying conditic:2c c.nd with the season8. In early spring when the 
thaw has increased its 'aa~ei~ :=npply it is a clear limpid sheet of 
watero As su!IlITler adva:1-:-e:J it be .-! Omas lar3'ely covered with duckweed 
and. overgrovm wit:1 E: adges and. ca·~ta:i.ls. Should the autumn be long 
and dry, the pool dries up co~pletely, becoming a sheet of level 
mud er iss-crossect ty innumerable creeks. As is true of such changing 
conditions in any habitat, there is a corresponding change in the 
life, both anim&J and veg8table, of the pool. 

"In early spring the pool is clamorous with the voices of the 
wood frog and the hy~_as: new~s swim about. Occasionally turtles, 
both painted and saapper, are here; and the common toad trills in 
its waters. As the reeds grow and the water becomes warm with the 
advancing seasoa, the frogs ! a nd toads 1 eggs hatch and the pool 
becomes an outdo er a<]_uarium wi:.h thoi.;.sands of tadpo les. The birds 
have returned to their acG1.1sto~!1ed. homes and we find the redwing, the 
marsh wren, the so:-1s spar-row a~1.d s ~,,amp sparrow, the sora rail, and 
even the American bittorn, vvhic.h rema :i..n throughout the summer. Then 
as autumn comes on the luxuriant e::.'owth of 1·eeds makes the pool, 
even though the water ~~OFS tc a ~ininum~ the pausing place for 
migrants, and a refu68 of rabbit s and miee~ 

nApart from the2e reg,1lt1.r changes, which are quite normal, in 
my long acquainta~c 8 w::th the s pot I have noticed certain other 
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changes from year to year, which depend, it seems, on the water 
level variations each season. I would like especially to mention 
of these variations on the muskrats. Two years ago a very dry 
season left the pool site a mere level mudflat; consequently I 
found no muskrats. But the following year, the water remained so 
high that in winter I enjoyed several games of hockey here. 
Early this month, December 1950, I visited the pool and. found it 
a broad sheet of ice about one-half an inchthick, covered with a 
light fall of snow. As I walked around it looking down from the 
nearby hillside, I noticed a long narrow channel in the ice, 
showing conspicuously. This was thinner ice, evidently frozen 
after the snow had fallen, for this channel stood out as clear ice. 
The channel appeared narrow at the middle of the pool and widened 
as it reached the bank. On closer examination I found it to be 
the trail (or shall I say the work?) of a swimming muskrat. At 
the beginning, i.e. at the centre of the pool, there were many air 
bubbles frozen in the ice. These decreased in size and number all 
along the widening trailo Near the shore I found many scraps of 
chewed vegetation~ The whole channel led directly to a hole in 
the bank, evidently the rat 1 s winter quarters. Clearly the animal 
or animals had swum out from the den, foraged around on the bottom 
of the pool, thereby liberating the air (really methane CH4) to 
be frozen into the ice later, and left the scraps of vegetation 
all along the trail. It is clear that muskrats are living the 
pool not only at present but have been all summer, for here and 
there in the reeds and low willow bushes now appeared five piles 
of vegetation, the familiar muskrat houses. These were concealed 
in summer when the reeds were at their best and leaves were on the 
busheso 

nThus had the muskrats left not only signs of their present 
activities, but e~_•idence of their living here during the past few 
months, though I have not actually seen a rat here for years.n 

R. M:. Saunders, Editor 


